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Do aliens exist? I’m convinced they do. Why? Because of an
obvious Freudian slip when some person wrote a very early
dictionary. Think about the word ‘Earthworm’. Why write
‘Earth’? All animals come from Earth, right? The author
clearly knew of worms from other planets, otherwise he would
have simply written ‘worm’ as that was all he needed. What’s
truly amazing is apparently the mysterious word was first
recorded in around 1400-1450 AD. (Then it was later mindlessly
copied by others). How has the alien conspiracy been covered
up for so long, how was it discovered and where did the beings
come from?

How about this theory? Earthworms came to Earth through some
kind of spaceship, (roughly) 600 million years ago. Sorry, but
I can only speculate about what kind of ship, so I’ll move on.
As the animals had been around for so much time without being
discovered as super-intelligent, (their mask of typical bug
normality made others leave them alone) they got careless and
started speaking in English (just for fun) in what they
thought was a highly remote area, uninhabited by humans. But
apparently not. The person who did hear the worms
coincidentally, was you know who. The man and worms got
talking, after the former threatened to step on them, and soon
enough he was enlightened about all kinds of space worms in
return for his silence. Did the writer keep his promise,
though (or rather intend to)? It’s quite possible that no one
even batted an eyelid at his word with this planet’s name in
it, and that could explain how worms aren’t regarded as
somewhat magical in this day and age.

But what if there are people who sussed out the dictionary’s
‘mistake’, and who are consequently in the know about the
beings, today? And what if they are extremely careful about
not sharing information about them? If they are, why? Maybe
the two types of lifeforms are working together on secret
projects. For example, maybe mankind can benefit from the
technology that allows organisms to regrow after being cut up
into two or more pieces, and maybe worms are getting the
latest computer games from mankind in return. (Sound silly?
Have you seen the latest Doom??) But hang on... Why is the
potentially life saving, if not life-perpetuating technology
being kept hidden? What if only certain groups in humankind
are planned to be immortal? If so, is their goal to overthrow
the rest of weaker society? That’s an alarming thought, which
is why you must go into your gardens right now, and get
talking those slithery bugs. You must demand them to tell you
their secrets, before it’s too late! Go!


